WORKSHOP AGENDA

Date : May 14-15
Place: FS Cairo

09:00- 09:30 Registrations

09:30 -10:00 AGT introduce the German team.

Morning sessions

10:00-11:30

1. PKI solution German Government Trust Center , PKI business cases. 35min
   Mr. T-system (Deutsche Telekom Group GER) IT security division

2. The New Zealand Government secured netwrok 25min
   Mrs. (single guard NZ)

3. How simple is to tap your communications 20min
   Business case one of EU largest bank/Telecom
   Mr. (Last mile GER)

11:30-12:00 Coffee Break

Noon sessions

12:00-13:00

4. How hackers can win accesses to your Network? 25min
   -The threats to every government Network-
   Police Network business case
   Mr. (Packet Alarm GER)

5. How secure is your Traditional Firewall? 25min
   The German government only trusted firewall- why?
   CC IEAL 6 certified only Firewall world wide which have 6 certification
   Mr. (GeNUA GER)

Lunch break 13:30-14:30

Afternoon sessions

14:30-16:00

6. Cyber Crime Investigations and evidence gathering 25min
   IT security Forensic Labs
   how? What do need? IT-Forensic as a National wide solutions
   Mr. Matthijs van der Wel (Fox IT NL)
1. The only secure on way Real-time Electronic Data Transfer 25min
   Mr. Matthijs van der Wel (Fox IT NL)

2. The most secure Data Center 25min
   Mr. (Lampertz)

   16:00-16:30 coffee Break

   16:30 -17:30 -One to one meetings and open discussions-